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From the President’s Desk  

 

Dear Bichitra Inc. family, 

 
On behalf of Bichitra Inc. executive committee I welcome 
you to Durga Puja 2016. It is the event we all wait for every 
year to not only celebrate the victory of good over evil but 
also to meet members of our family over 3 days, adda to-
gether, worshipping together, eating together, enjoying the 
cultural activities and dancing to dhak beats together. This feeling of family is what 
makes Bichitra Inc special. 
 

On this joyous occasion I dedicate this Rabindra Sangeet  'Amar Hiyar Majhei lukiye 
chhile' to our family.  
 

This year the highlights of our Pujo are a new Durga Protima, the band Kaya from 
Kolkata, Dhunuchi Naach competition and of course our local talent perform-
ing.  Hoping all family members have a joyous 3 days and seeking in advance for-
giveness for any errors of commission or omission. This 3 day celebration has been 
made possible due to the participation and contributions of each family member. I 
salute you for your dedication to our family. I thank each corporate sponsor whose 
generous support has gone a long way in making this celebration feasible. And finally 
my executive committee and all the volunteers. Through your untiring efforts you 
once again have brought this joyful celebration to the family.  
 

Amidst all this joy I would like all of us to reflect on the loss of our very dear family 
member Avik Guha and pray for his soul the very fundamental of our existence. May 
God bring peace to the family.   
 

May Maa Durga bless each family member with good health and prosperity in the 
coming year and looking forward to meeting each one of you!  

 
Debashish Bhattacharya.       
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সকলকক জানাই শারদ শুকেচ্ছা  

Sub–Committee Chair: 

Entertainment: Rita Bhattacharyya 

Venue: Sharbari Mitra Joshi 

Food: Shyamal Sarkar, Kalyan De, Arup 

Gangopadhyay 

Puja: Sumi Mukherjee 

Fund Raising: Subimal Dinda 

Brochure: Pali Talapatra 

Executive Committee:  

President: Debasish  

Bhattacharya 

Vice President: Sujay Dutta 

General Secretary: Debopam 

Mukherjee 

Treasurer: Leema Bose 

Members:  

Abhijit Biswas 

Sourav Banerjee 

Anunabha Sau 

Adhip Majumdar 

Krishna Roy 

Board Of Trustees:  

Sukla Doshi (Chairperson) 

Jayanta Chandra 

Mahesh Bhattacharya  

Indrani Ganguli 

Ratula Choudhury 
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HISTORY OF GOD MAKERS OF KUMORTULI 

 

Kumortuli (also spelt Kumartuli, or archaic spelling Coomartolly) is a traditional potters’ quar-

ters in northern Kolkata (previously known as Calcutta), the capital of the state of West Bengal in India. 
The history of Kumortuli can be traced back to the middle of the 17th Century. Potters from  Krishnana-
gar (a place in South Bengal, famous for its potters) came to Gobindapore, a prosperous village on the 
banks of the river Bhagirathi (now the River Hooghly), to find a living by making earthen ware pots, clay 
toys and cooking utensils for household use. When the land at Gobindapore was required by the British 
East India Company for construction of Fort William, the potters migrated further up the river to Suta-
nuti. In their new destination, they colonized a vast area and named it Kumortuli, the term “Kumor” 
meaning a potter and “tuli” a locality. The Bengal Consultations, a journal of 1707 AD, gives an account of 
the presence of Kumors who occupied 75 acres of land in Sutanuti, which is a sizeable part of present day 
north Calcutta. The Asiatic Society of Calcutta estimates that the first formal “puja” of Durga was held 
around 1606 A.D. at the present BagBaazar area in Kolkata by a zamindar Pran Krishna Halder. Four years 
later, the Kumortuli’s “Kumors” started making the idols of “Maa (mother goddess) Durga” in clay for the 
newly rich zamindars Laxmikanta Roy Mazumder, who is the first patron of Kolkata’s potter’s town and 
initiator of the “puja” of Durga in clay idols.   

Text Source: Online 

Photo Courtesy: Kuntal Paul, Bhubaneswar, India 
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THANK YOU PROTIMA DONORS—2016 !  

Manju and Sarit Dey, 

Indu and Anand Avinashi  

Ira and Barin Bhattacharya 

Aruna and Shantaram Walavalkar. 
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THANK YOU! 

 

Bichitra Inc. would like to Acknowledge all our sponsors for their 
generosity and making this event a success!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

~~Diamond Sponsors: 

Avijit and Susmita Mookerjee 

Swarup and Reshmi Saha 

 

Gold Sponsors:~~ 

Anjan and Mita Chatterjee 

Subrata, Mala, Vivek, Vikram 

and Sacha Sengupta 
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THANK YOU! 

Silver Sponsor ~~ 

Pallab and Meena Bhattacharya 

Abhijit and Anita Biswas 

Jayanta and Gopa Chandra 

Shankha and Anindita Das 

Tapan and Sati Datta 

Subimal and Aloka Dinda 

Bhogilal and Shukla Doshi 

Sujay and Monalisa Dutta 

Subhandu and Jayashree Guha 

Shashank and Sharbari Joshi 

Sanjay and Sharmistha Khetrapal  

Jyoti and Aparajita , Debashis, 

Debayan Mazumder 

Khokon and Andrea Mitra 

Jayato and Sharmistha Mukherjee 

Hemant and Minoti Rajput 

Krishna and Ranjit Roy 

Jagneswar Saha 

Ashish and Norma Sarkar 
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THANK YOU! 

Bronze Sponsor ~~ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prabal and Anindita Basu 

Mahesh and Rita Bhattacharyya 

Supriyo and Dolly Biswas 

Gautam and Nita Bose 

Kaushik and Leema Bose 

Ranjan and Rita Choudhury 

Biswajit and Ratula Choudhury 

Sajal Lahiri and Lynn Choudhury 

Niladri and Swarupa Das 

Kajari and Kalyan De 

Diptimoy and Aparna Deb 

Rajat and Priyanka Dey 

Subrato and Sudipta Dhar 

Sukla Dutta 

Sanjay and Ruma Duttagupta 

Arup and Gopa Gangopadhyay 

Utpal and Paula Gangopadhyay 

Neal and Indrani Ganguli 

Amit and Mita Ghosh 

Amitabha and Indira Ghosh 
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Bronze Sponsors~~ 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THANK YOU! 

Probir and Sriradha Guha 

Pranav and Ishita Gupta 

Sarbasubha and Urmi  Guha- 

Thakuta 

Amiya and Monideepa Hajra 

Dilip Hari 

Satyabrata and Wendy Maitra 

Adhip and Sara Majumdar 

Debopam and Debolina 

Mukherjee 

Amitabha and Snigdha Neil Ray 

Sandeep and Nilanjana Roy 

Rajshekhar and Rupa Roy-

Choudhury 

Chandan and Madalasa Saha 

Barun and Devyani Saha 

Shyamal and Mitha Sarkar 

Chris and Madhu Scherba  

Pradip Shyamal 

Debasish and Pali Talapatra 
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Thanks to all  the sponsors for their 

support!  

 

Platinum Sponsor : Donation  $2,000 and above 

Diamond Sponsor : Donation $1,500 and above 

Gold Sponsor : Donation $ 1,000 and above 

Silver Sponsor : Donation $ 500 and above 

Bronze Sponsor : Donation $250 and above 

 

Our sincere apologies if we have  omitted or 

misspelled any names unintentionally.  
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নবকলেবর 

 
ঠাকুর মরলো কক বাাঁচলো  
কক যায় আলে আমার 
মরলেও উকন ঠাকুর 
বাাঁচলেও উকন ঠাকুর 
পলুরালনা ও উকন ঠাকুর 
নতুন হলেও উকন ঠাকুর 

 
তাছাডা যত বার মরলব  
আবার ববাঁলচ উঠলব 

ককবা তফাৎ পলড যালব কার 
বেই একরকম বেখা যালব 
না এখালন হাকরলয় যালব 
না স্বলগে, না নরলক 

 
ককন্তু তুকম যকে মলর যাও  

েব কেলনর জনয হাকরলয় যালব 
অতৃপ্ত আত্মা হলয় ঘুলর ববডালব, 
কক আলরকবার জন্ম বনলব  
ককিংবা আরও কখলনা 
থাকলবনা বকাথাও - 

স্বলগে, নরলক ককিংবা পাতালে 
বক জালন? 

 
না কেখলব কখলনা  
আমার জনয ককবতা 
না ঘুটঘুলট অন্ধকালর 

আমালক মলন কলর বেলব একা একা 
না শুনলব কোপাতার উপলর 

বৃকি পলর পলর   
কক রকম বেজা বেজা কডকডা 

ব ানালে  
কক জনয অত কি কলর যাে  
অত গাঁলতাগাঁকতলত জন্ম মৃতুযর 

রহেয বেখলত 

বেখ বতামার জানোর বপছন কেলক  
ঘাে এর মালঠ  

জন্ম মৃতুযলরা েমস্ত রহেয বেে কলর 
আকম বৃকি বত চুপচুলপ কেলজ 

প্রথম বালরর জনয 
বতামার কেলক তাককলয়  
নতুন কলর মলর পলডকছ | 

 
Written By: 

Bijot Projna Tripathy 

Translation- Leema Bose -  Jamshedpur 
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THE TEACHER’S FIRST DAY AT 
SCHOOL 

By Raima Saha 

There’s exactly   2 hours until 9 :00 
AM when school starts! All the kids are 
normal kids when they are outside 
school, but when they get inside they 
turn into monsters! Their eyes roll all 
the way to the back of their heads so 
only the white parts are showing to 
scare people. They grow extra noses to 
freak you out. They come to school 
when they have terrible disease but 
when they don’t they stays home. I 
have heard they are great at making 
excuses, my grandma ate my home-
work and pirates attacked our bus. 
They love writing, except not on their 
papers, they write on tables and on 
each other. They write on everything.  

Oh no. Just 30 more minutes till school 
starts. Make my survival kit, knee 
guards, ear plugs and boots. I am pre-
pared for the kids that are coming to 
the classroom.  

Wait they are just normal kids!. “Here 
are some flowers” the girl said, the boy 
gave her an apple, “A Card for you”, 
said the little girl. All the students gave 
her a hug. These kids are so nice! After 
meeting the kids, I want to keep my 
class forever. 
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Saturday October 8, 2016 
 

Durga Song and Dance 
Tilattama Syam  

 
Popular songs from then and now 

 Rishita & Sujay Dutta 
 

Dance based on Tagore song 
 Smridhi Chanda, Aneek Roy, 

Anushka Roy, Aanya Das, Raima Saha 
{Choreograph: Nilanjana Roy} 

 
Popular songs   

Ranjan & Samaira Mitra 
 

Popular songs 
Susanta P. Sarkar, Atrayee Ray, Sipra 

Sarkar 
 

Recitation 
Shriyan Set 

 
Song  

Smridhi Chanda 
 

Recitation  
Sanghamitra Bhattacharya 

 
Dance  

Sneha Dinda 

 
Popular songs 

Anubhav Sinha 

Popular dance  
Praneel Basu, Vir Das, Aeva De, Soha De, 

Ayan De, Oishi Dutta, Sanjana Dut-
tagupta {Choreography: Sneha 

Bhattacharyya} 
 

Band  
Goutam Bose, Shankha Das, Ranjan Mi-

tra, Anindita Mukherjee 
 

Classical fusion Dance  
Ria Dhar, Raina Choudhuri, Debolina 

Mukherjee, Debadrita Mukherjee 
{Choreography: Debolina Mukherjee} 

 
Popular songs  

Paula & Utpal Gangopadhyay 
 
 

Sunday October 9, 2016  
 

Bangla Band Kaya from India 

 
Phooler Bhasha:  

Language of the Flowers ~ Jayeeta Sen, 
Kisa Bandyopadhyay, Mowsumi 

Chakraborty, Priyanka Saha 
Choreography: Team choreography 

Concept/production: Aparajita Mazumder  

 
Emcee  

Rita Bhattacharyya,  
Abhijit Biswas 
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(১) েতী, (২) োধ্বী, (৩) েবপ্রীতা, (৪)েবানী, (৫) েবলমাচনী, (৬) আযেযা, (৭)
েগুো, (৮) জয়া, (৯) আেযা, (১০)কিলনিা, (১১)  েূধাকরণী, (১২)কপনাকধাকরণী, 
(১৩) কচিা, (১৪)চন্দ্রঘণ্টা, (১৫) মহাতপা, (১৬) মনঃ, (১৭)বুকি, (১৮) অহঙ্কারা, 
(১৯) কচত্তরূপা, (২০)কচতা, (২১) কচকত, (২২) েবেমন্ত্রময়ী, (২৩)কনতযা, (২৪) 

েতযানন্দস্বরূকপণী, (২৫)অনন্তা, (২৬) োকবনী, (২৭) োবযা, (২৮)েবযা, (২৯) 
অেবযা, (৩০) েোগকত, (৩১) াম্ভবী, (৩২) বেবমাতা, (৩৩) কচন্তা,(৩৪) 

রতœকপ্রয়া, (৩৫) েবেকবেযা, (৩৬)েক্ষকনযা, (৩৭) েক্ষযজ্ঞকবনাক নী, (৩৮)
অপণো, (৩৯) অলনকবণো, (৪০) পাটো,(৪১) পাটোবতী, (৪২) পট্টাম্বরপকরধানা,

(৪৩) কেমঞ্জীররকঞ্জনী, (৪৪)অলময়কবক্রমা, (৪৫) কু্ররা, (৪৬) েুন্দরী,(৪৭) 
েুরেনু্দরী, (৪৮) বনেগুো, (৪৯)মাতঙ্গী, (৫০) মতঙ্গমকুনপকূজতা, (৫১)ব্রাহ্মী, 
(৫২) মালহশ্বরী, (৫৩) ঐন্দ্রী,(৫৪) বকৌমারী, (৫৫) ববষ্ণবী, (৫৬)চামণু্ডা, (৫৭) 
বারাহী, (৫৮) েক্ষ্মী, (৫৯)পরুুষাকৃকত, (৬০) কবমো, (৬১) উৎককষেণী,(৬২) 
জ্ঞানা, (৬৩) কক্রয়া, (৬৪) েতযা,(৬৫) বুকিো, (৬৬) বহুো, (৬৭) বহুেলপ্রমা,
(৬৮) েবেবাহনবাহনা, (৬৯)কনশুম্ভকনশুম্ভহননী, (৭০)মকহষােুরমকেে নী, (৭১) 

মধকুকটেহন্ত্রী,(৭২) চণ্ডমণু্ড কবনাক নী, (৭৩)েবোেুরকবনা া,(৭৪) 
েবেোনবঘাকতনী,(৭৫) েবে াস্ত্রময়ী,(৭৬) েতযা, (৭৭)েবোস্ত্রধাকরণী, (৭৮) 
অলনক স্ত্রহস্তা,(৭৯) অলনকাস্ত্রধাকরণী, (৮০) কুমারী,(৮১) কনযা, (৮২) 
বকল ারী, (৮৩) যবুতী,(৮৪) যকত, (৮৫) অলপ্রৌঢা, (৮৬) বপ্রৌঢা,(৮৭) 

বৃিমাতা, (৮৮) বেপ্রো, (৮৯)মলহােরী, (৯০) মকু্তলক ী, (৯১) বঘাররূপা,(৯২) 
মহাবো, (৯৩) অকিজ্বাো, (৯৪)বরৌদ্রমখুী, (৯৫) কােরাকি, (৯৬)তপকস্বনী, (৯৭) 
নারায়ণী, (৯৮) েদ্রকােী,(৯৯) কবষু্ণমায়া, (১০০) জলোেরী, (১০১)ক বেতূী, 
(১০২) করােী, (১০৩) অনন্তা,(১০৪) পরলমশ্বরী, (১০৫) কাতযায়নী, (১০৬)
োকবিী, (১০৭) প্রতযক্ষা ও (১০৮)ব্রহ্মবাকেনী------জয় মা েগুোর জয়  
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THANK YOU! 

 

 

Bichitra Inc. Sincerely Appreciates 

V2 financial 

for their Generous Support 
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With best compliments 
from Shadj Inc. 

 Shadj Inc. is an entertainment 
company promoting Indian classi-
cal and contemporary artistes in     

Detroit 

  
  

HUSSAIN & COMPANY, C.P.A., P.C. 

  
A CPA FIRM YOU CAN COUNT ON 

Bookkeeping Audit 

Taxes Non-Profit Organiza-
tions 

Payroll Healthcare Cost Re-
porting 

Business Start-Ups IRS Tax Resolution 

  
JAKIR HUSSAIN, C.P.A. 

  
29200 Southfield 
Rd. Ste. 108 
Southfield, MI 
48076 

  
Tel: 248-424-7417 
Fax: 248-424-7418 

  
www.hussainandcompany.com 

  
Email: jhussain@hussainandcompany.com 
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THANK YOU! ! 

 

Abhijit Biswas 
Aloka Dinda 

Anindita Basu 
Anindita Das 

Anunabha Sau 
Arup Gangopadhyay 
Biswajit Choudhury 

Canopy Roychowdhury 
Debasish Talapatra 

Dolly Biswas 
Gopa Gangopadhyay 

Ila Guha 
Jayato Mukherjee 

Kajari De 
Kallol Set 

Kalyan De 
Kaushik Bose 

Krishna Roy 
Krishna Roy 

Mahesh Bhattacharyya 

Mitha Sarkar 
Misha Talapatra 
Niladri Das 
Priyanka Dey  
Rajat Dey 
Ranjit Roy 
Ratula Choudhury 
Rita Bhattacharyya 
Saikat Dey 
Sankha Das 
Sharbari Mitra Joshi 
Shashank Joshi 
Sheila Dey 
Shukla Doshi 
Sourav Banerjee  
Subimal Dinda  
Sudipta Dhar  
Sumi Mukherjee 
Swarup Saha 
Shyamal Sarkar 

VOLUNTEERS 
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Bichitra Inc. Cricket Experience  

By: Krishanu Bose 

Hello, I wanted to take some of my time to share with you today something that is very important to me, and will 
always stay with me as a wonderful memory! I am pleased to share with you about my cricket experience, which 
was on August 13, 2016, and was held by the amazing organization, Bichitra Inc. It was a day I will never forget 
(I hope so), and now I will share, so I hope you will enjoy! 

It was a Saturday morning, which was obviously great because I got to spend time with my family, wake up really 
late, and play video games. At least, that would be my typical plan for a weekend, but that day was different, 
much different than any ordinary day, because I would do something that I have never done, or ever dreamt of 
doing before. I was going to play a real cricket match, on a real team, with real people! You can probably predict 
how I was feeling: nervous, frightened excited, and energetic, right? Well, you are partially right, because I did 
feel nervous, frightened excited, and energetic, but I also felt welcomed, because this was a completely new expe-
rience for me, and all the adults that were going to play actually invited my brother (Kunal) and I to play, which 
was a very amiable gesture. Anyway, without further ado, let’s get to the game! 

I was sweating a little, as you can infer (I was nervous), but I was fully prepared. Dressed in a black Under Armor 
shirt, and red shorts, I knew I was ready. You might be thinking of the top of your smart head why I was wearing 
black when it would be really hot that day (science concept), and I will tell you. As a team, you have to wear a 
certain, unique color, so our color was black. That is the only reason why I would ever wear black (no offense). 
So, to top things off even more, it started raining, but fortunately, it wasn’t too much, just some light drizzle, so 
we left anyway. 

When we got to the field (It was in Ella Mae Power Park in Novi, Michigan), there were a lot of adults practicing 
for the game. There were 3 teams, one dressed in blue called Indian Blues, then the second team in red called the 
Bengal Red Wings, and then my team in black called Sourav’s  Dadagiri. My brother and I got to bat (hit the 
cricket ball) during practice, which was awesome. Once practice was over, it was time. The Indian Blues would 
face the Bengal Red Wings (my team wouldn’t play yet). After a lot of commotion and all the tumult in the 
crowd, the Indian Blues were the winners, even though both teams played extremely well.  

Then it was Sourav’s  Dadagiri against the Bengal Red Wings. It was time for the test. We played fairly well, but 
still couldn’t match the Bengal Red Wings, as they got 89, while we got 56 runs. Something that was very impres-
sive was that my brother caught a ball, while hit by a player on the opposite team, and got that player out. We 
had a break before our match and the Indian Blues. We ate Domino's Pizza for lunch. And guess what happened 
during our break time? It started raining again!! We all of us got our umbrellas out. I was drenched, and the water 
was seeping through my shirt on my skin.  

Anyway, after the rain, we had our match. By then, I had a clear understanding of how to play the game. We 
would start any moment now, and.... alright, we had started! Seconds were ticking.  

During the match, I did something really cool. Guess what it was? Well, I can’t read your mind, but if you said 
that I got a person out, like my brother did, then you are right! It was a relatively high ball, so it was easy, but I 
managed to catch it with my trembling hands. My whole team was proud of me, and so were the other people. 

Shanky Uncle (a teammate) caught a ball after what felt like hours, but I was really happy, and so were the others 
on my team. On the next ball, our captain Sourav Uncle, caught that ball. We really had spectacular fielders. It 
was funny that for every ball, people would keep yelling “CATCH THE BALL”!! , even though it was impossible 
to catch (when the ball was rolling on the ground). When it was our time to bat, I scored 2 points for our team, 
and then got out. After a couple of minutes while I was sitting out, I saw my brother catch a ball hit by Sourav 
Uncle! He had gotten our captain out! Our whole team was in shock, not only because he made an awesome 
catch, but also because he had gotten one of our best players out. I felt mixed emotions of happiness, and sadness. 
Finally, after a long struggle, we managed to win with a score of 92, while the blues got 74. We had won the tour-
nament!! Of course I was extremely happy, but there was something else that made me even happier. My brother 
and I had won a big blue and gold trophy for being the best fielders of the tournament. This day was truly amaz-
ing. After a while, I felt tired, so my dad, brother, and I went home. As we were heading home, I couldn’t stop 
myself from grinning ear to ear! I had truly had an amazing day, and this was one of the favorite days of my life!  
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 My Cricket Experience 

By: Kunal Bose  

 
 
 

My cricket experience was overall very good. It was something I was definitely not good at, or should 
I say, a hidden talent I didn’t know about. When I got on the field and held the ball, it was so heavy, 

like how do cricket players hit sixes with that ball. Anyway, we practiced and I got a lot of good tips to 
play better. Then, our first match started. There are three teams, blue, red, and black. We were the 

blue team. We played for 45 minutes, and our first game turned out to be a win. It was a good game 
and lots of fun. Then, the second game started, but it was black vs. red. My brother was on the black 
team, and I hoped they would win. Then, the black team needed a fielder. Everybody voted me, so I 

went out. Four overs into the game, something unexpected happened. The ball was hit up into the air, 
and guess who it came to. It had to come to me. I looked up in the sky, with the sun shining in my 

eyes; I saw a trace of the ball. When I could see it better, I reached forward and caught the ball. 
YAY!!! Everybody on the black team came rushing toward me and picking me up and congratulating 

me. And guess what happened next? My brother caught the ball. And then the team rushed toward 
him. Then, the game ended after twenty minutes and the black team won. Then, they played us in the 
finals. When the batsman hit the ball, it went up in air and then everybody on the blue team was yell-

ing, “Catch! Catch! Catch!”. I caught another ball and then the team congratulated me again. Eventu-
ally after all the yelling and running, the black team won. It was a good game and lots of fun. Eventu-

ally, my brother and I got a trophy for best fielding. My cricket experience was great and I didn’t think 
that I was that good. I am planning to play cricket again soon. 
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Bangla, Bangali and More…. 

 by Arindam Guptaray 
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Handsome Hippo 

Migration 

The Ultimate Stretch 

Photos: Abhijit Biswas 

Kenya & Tanzania, July 2016 
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Photos: Abhijit Biswas 

Kenya & Tanzania, July 2016 

Zebra Crossing  

Mr. Gerenuk… 

“kata ki bechey khaye?”  

I am the “monarch” 

of all I survey….  
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Puja Greetings from 

K&A Resource Group! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For all of your Detroit Metro Staffing & Recruitment. 

From the Mitra Family 
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